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Transcription regulation is controlled by coordinated binding of
one or more transcription factors in the promoter regions of genes.
In many species, especially higher eukaryotes, transcription factor
binding sites tend to occur as homotypic or heterotypic clusters,
also known as cis-regulatory modules. The number of sites and
distances between the sites, however, vary greatly in a module. We
propose a statistical model to describe the underlying cluster
structure as well as individual motif conservation and develop a
Monte Carlo motif screening strategy for predicting novel regula-
tory modules in upstream sequences of coregulated genes. We
demonstrate the power of the method with examples ranging
from bacterial to insect and human genomes.

evolutionary Monte Carlo � gene regulation � hidden Markov
models � transcription factor binding sites

Transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) are short sequence
segments (�10 bp) located near genes’ transcription start sites

(TSSs) and are recognized by respective transcription factors (TFs)
for gene regulation. Laboratory assays such as electrophoretic
mobility shift assays and DNase footprinting have been developed
to locate TFBSs on a gene-by-gene and site-by-site basis, but these
methods are laborious, time-consuming, and unsuitable for large-
scale studies. Computational methods thus have become necessary
for genome-wide analyses of transcription regulation.

TFBSs recognized by the same TF usually show a conserved
pattern, which is often called a TF binding motif (TFBM) and
modeled by a position-specific weight matrix (PSWM) with each of
its columns describing the occurrence frequencies of the four
nucleotides in the corresponding motif position. Over the past
decade, a spate of computational methods have been developed to
infer TFBMs for sets of coregulated genes (1–9). There also have
been efforts to improve motif prediction by correlating sequence
patterns with mRNA expression data (10, 11) or by using compar-
ative genomics information (12–14). Although these methods have
been very successful for bacterial and yeast genomes, they have met
with limited success in mammalian genomes.

The main difficulties with in silico TFBM predictions in high
eukaryotes include the increased volume of the sequence search
space, with proximal TFBSs occurring a few kilobases away from
the TSSs; the increased occurrence of low-complexity repeats;
the increased complexity in combinatorial controls; and shorter
and less-conserved TFBSs. Despite these challenges, there are
two possible redeeming factors: (i) many eukaryotic genomes
have been or are being sequenced, and comparative genomic
analysis can be extremely powerful; and (ii) most eukaryotic
genes are controlled by a combination of factors with the
corresponding binding sites forming homotypic or heterotypic
clusters known as ‘‘cis-regulatory modules’’ (CRMs) (15, 16). A
statistical model that can explicitly incorporate the CRM con-
cept is likely to bring out more information.

Most available approaches for discovering CRMs have concen-
trated on either predicting novel motifs and looking for cooccur-
rences (17) or using experimentally determined motif matrices to
search for possible clusters in a predetermined sequence window
(12, 18, 19). Some recent methods attempt to incorporate site-
clustering information with de novo motif discovery by building a

rule to discriminate modules preserving a certain ordering of motifs
from sequences with random occurrences of motifs (20, 21).
However, these methods do not explicitly specify a probability
model and impose restrictive conditions such as a known number
of motifs in the module or a known number of occurrences of each
motif in the module. The method of Kreiman (22) searches
exhaustively for combinations of TFBSs up to four different types
obtained from databases or motif search algorithms. However, this
method needs some arbitrary criteria set for the definition of a
module, such as the maximum module length and a lower bound on
the number of genes in which the module must occur. Another
factor that none of these methods take into consideration is the
ordering preference of the motif sites within a module.

By using a hidden Markov model similar to that in ref. 23 to
represent CRM, we develop a method called ‘‘EMCMODULE’’ for
inferring the CRM responsible for a set of coregulated genes. The
method starts with an initial collection of putative TFBMs obtained
from both de novo motif search by using existing algorithms (6, 7,
9) and databases such as TRANSFAC (24) and JASPAR (25). It
then iteratively selects motif types that are likely members of the
CRM and updates the corresponding motif sites and parameters.
The method employs the evolutionary Monte Carlo (EMC)
method (26) for screening the motif candidates and a dynamic
programming-based recursion for locating the motif sites.

Methods
Let S be the set of upstream sequences of n coregulated genes for
which we want to predict CRMs. We assume that an unknown
number K of TFs are involved in these CRMs, with the correspond-
ing unknown weight matrices W1, . . . , WK. Let � � {W1, . . . , WK}.
The location of the jth TFBS in the ith sequence is denoted as Ai,j,
and let A be the collection of all site locations. Associated with each
site is its type indicator Ti,j, with Ti,j taking one of the K values.
Because each TF may have its preferred neighbors, we model the
dependence between Ti,j and Ti,j�1 by a K � K transition matrix V.
Fig. 1 shows a situation where the rectangular type of TFBSs prefer
to follow the pentagon-shaped type. The module can occur any-
where in the sequences with equal probability, and the distance
between neighboring TFBSs in a CRM, dij � Ai,j�1 � Ai,j, is assumed
to follow the truncated geometric distribution Q(d; �). The back-
ground (nonsite) sequence is modeled by a lth-order Markov chain
with transition parameter �. These parameters and distributions
allow us to write out the probability of the observed sequence
data as

P�S��, V, �, �, K�

� �
A

�
T

P�S�A, T, � , V , K , � , ��P�T�A, V�P�A��� , [1]
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where the summations over all possible motif types and site
locations can be completed efficiently by a forward–backward
recursion method. To conduct a Bayesian inference on the
parameters of interest, we first prescribe a prior distribution P(�,
V, �, �, K) on the unknowns, and then compute the posterior
distribution as

P��, K�S� 	 ��P�S��, V, �, �, K�P��, V, �, �, K�d�d�dV. [2]

The ‘‘maximum a posteriori’’ estimate of the CRM is then the set of
�s that results in the highest value of Eq. 2.

A similar statistical model and inference strategy have been
implemented in refs. 23 and 27, where they assumed that K is known
and used Markov chain Monte Carlo (28) to explore Eq. 2.
However, since the landscape of � defined by Eq. 2 is extremely
rugged, especially when K is unknown, their search algorithms are
easily trapped in local modes. Our strategy is to start with a large
collection D of putative PSWMs by using existing motif finding
tools or databases, and then infer the CRM as a subset M of D. As
illustrated in Fig. 1, the inference process iterates among the
following three main steps: (i) Given the CRM configuration M,
update the motif site locations; (ii) given motif site locations, update
the corresponding PSWMs and other parameters; and (iii) update
the CRM configuration by the EMC method.

With given motif types in the CRM and the corresponding site
locations A, it is straightforward to update the parameters in the
model (e.g., the PSWMs and T for the hidden Markov model) by
Gibbs sampling (28). However, updating the motif site locations A
requires a forward–backward dynamic programming approach. In
the ‘‘forward summation’’ step, we calculate the partial likelihood
function by using a recursive formula (Eq. 2.6 in Supporting Text,
which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web
site), which is based on the fact that given the partial likelihood up
to position n � 1 of the sequence, the likelihood up to position n
can be found by enumerating and summing over the possibilities
that position n is generated from either the background or a motif
of type k ending at position n. Then, in the ‘‘backward sampling’’
step, we sample A recursively starting from the end of the sequence.

At position n, we decide whether a motif site ends at n or position
n is generated from the background model.

Evaluating exhaustively which motifs in D should be included in
the CRM entails O(2D) computation, where D is the size of D,
which is infeasible when D is large. We use EMC (26) to overcome
the difficulty. EMC starts with multiple CRM constructions, each
of which is represented by a 0–1 vector u of length D, with ‘‘1’’
indicating the inclusion of the corresponding motif in the CRM.
Then, by a series of random ‘‘crossover’’ and ‘‘mutation’’ events, the
CRM constructions in the population are updated, and the overall
‘‘fitness’’ of the population evolves to an equilibrium. Unlike the
genetic algorithm, the EMC allows less fitted individuals (compared
with their parents) to be accepted into the population, thus avoiding
being too greedy in initial steps. Details on both the forward–
backward sampling algorithm and the EMC procedure can be
found in Supporting Text. The EMCMODULE software (written in C)
for UNIX and LINUX platforms is available on request from M.G.
or J.S.L.

Results
Bacillus subtilis Regulatory Sequences. We collected a set of 142
�A-dependent promoter sequences from B. subtilis (29), almost all
of which are located from �100 to �15 relative to known TSSs.
Biological evidence suggests that these sequences are expected to
contain a motif consisting of two blocks, TTGACA and TATAAT,
separated by a variable gap. The two blocks tend to occur at the �28
and �10 positions, respectively.

We chose to use the de novo motif discovery method SDDA (9)
to analyze the data because it has a statistically rigorous stopping
rule (based on the maximum a posteriori score) to prevent over-
fitting. Without any prior knowledge on the number or the spatial
arrangement of the motifs, SDDA predicted a set of 15 single-block
motif PSWMs as being ‘‘enriched.’’ The site locations of these
motifs do not show any clear pattern. The posterior distribution of
site types in the module for 20,000 iterations of EMCMODULE shows
that motifs ranked 4, 7 (corresponding to the known patterns
TTGACA and TATAAT), and 14 (AATAAA) from SDDA are
likely to constitute the ‘‘module.’’ The third pattern is known as an
‘‘up-element’’ that occurs near �A sites. The sites corresponding to
the selected motifs show a tendency to occur in identical positions
relative to the TSSs (Fig. 2). This example demonstrates that even
algorithms with a conservative built-in stopping criterion can turn
up a list of motifs containing many false positives when the
clustering information is not used and that one can gain substan-
tially in the accuracy of TFBS predictions by using our CRM model.

Drosophila Developmental Genes. Several genetic and biochemical
studies of the Drosophila embryonic development suggest that
the cis-regulatory region of the pair-rule gene even-skipped (eve)
is organized into a series of discrete sequence regions of �500–
1,000 bp in length, each of which controls a distinct component
of eve’s expression pattern (16). This modular organization of
cis-regulatory regions is observed in many developmental genes
in Drosophila. Several TFs bind to each of these CRMs, and
multiple binding sites for each of these factors act combinato-
rially to regulate transcriptional activity. For example, five TFs
that are known to act together in the early Drosophila embryo are
Bicoid (Bcd), Caudal (Cd), Hunchback (Hb), Knirps (Kn), and
Kruppel (Kr). A number of CRMs composed of varying com-
binations of these TFBSs have been found to be present in
upstream regions of several genes known to be involved in
embryonic development of Drosophila (19).

We compiled a set of 15 sequences from the upstream regions of
the genes involved in embryonic development (19). For a starting
set of motifs, we used both BIOPROSPECTOR (7) and MEME (2) in
turn, retaining the 50 top-scoring, nonredundant, predicted motifs.
In this and the following example (and generally for complex
genomes), we do not use SDDA to derive the starting set mainly

Fig. 1. Starting with a set of D putative motifs, EMCMODULE iterates the above
three steps to estimate the posterior probability for each motif to be included
in the CRM.
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because it is computationally too expensive for large and complex
data sets. To validate our computational predictions, we also
collected a set of binding sites derived from DNase protection
experiments from the literature (19). However, although we were
able to find the frequency of occurrences of each motif type, the
exact location of the individual sites was not available for this data
set. Hence, we can only compare the composition of the found and
experimentally derived motifs but not whether specific instances
overlapped on the sequence.

The top 10 motifs selected by MEME and BIOPROSPECTOR con-
tained only two of the five expected motifs, whereas ALIGNACE
discovered no known motifs in its entire run (the stopping criterion
being determined internally). By using EMCMODULE, we found that
a set (six to seven) of motifs with a posterior probability of 
60%
contained sites corresponding to four of the five expected motifs
(Table 1). Binding sites for the fifth TF, Knirps, are believed to be

present in the sequences upstream of developmental genes but were
not found in our data set by the algorithm. For calibration, we
permuted the original data sets independently 100 times and used
the five matrices to scan these generated data sets. For all of the
motifs except Knirps, the motif score and frequency in the original
set are much higher than those for the shuffled sets (see Fig. 4,
which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web
site), hence showing that the Knirps sites may not be abundant
enough in the data set for its de novo prediction.

We also compared the results for both the B. subtilis and
Drosophila data to those obtained by using two other de novo
module prediction algorithms, the Gibbs module sampler (23) and
CISMODULE (27). The module sampler requires the input of motif
widths and number but no other information about the motifs.
CISMODULE requires the module length to be given and the total
number of motif types but does not require information on motifs.
Neither of these methods predicted motifs that corresponded to any
of the known motifs.

Human and Mouse Skeletal Muscle Regulatory Sequences. In higher
eukaryotes, regulatory elements may be found upstream or down-
stream of the genes and may be located from hundreds to tens of
thousands kilobases away, making it extremely challenging for in
silico TFBS prediction. Wasserman et al. (12) proposed a compar-
ative genomics technique for discovering mammalian TFBSs and
applied the method to a set of carefully annotated human skeletal
muscle genes, of which each upstream sequence contains at least
one experimentally reported binding site. Wasserman et al. (12)
aligned upstream regions of orthologous gene pairs from human
and mouse and retained only the parts that share 
65% percent
identity, reducing the search space to �40% of the original. Next,
applying the Gibbs sampler to the conserved sequence pairs, they
succeeded in identifying three (MYF, MEF2, and SRF) of five
motifs believed to be involved in skeletal muscle transcription
regulation.
Ab initio CRM predictions. We compared the performance of EMC-
MODULE on the same data set, consisting of upstream sequences of
24 orthologous pairs of genes in human and mouse. We initially
used the same alignment cutoffs to reduce the search space from �5
kb upstream regions to sequences ranging from 235 to 3,272
nucleotides in length. However, we did not use the between-species
conservation any further. By using BIOPROSPECTOR, MEME, and
ALIGNACE in turn, we found �100 significant motifs, including
redundant ones. For BIOPROSPECTOR and MEME, the top-scoring 10

Fig. 2. �A binding site prediction from upstream sequences of 142 of B. subtilis genes. (a) Posterior probabilities estimated by EMCMODULE for each motif to be
included in the CRM. (b) Site locations for motifs selected by EMCMODULE. The x axis gives the sequence number, and the y axis gives the sequence position with
“0” corresponding to the TSS of each gene.

Table 1. Comparison of TFBM predictions for the Drosophila
data set

TF Logo

Motif count

BP MEME EMCM Expt.

Bicoid — 32 32 51

Caudal 26 — 37 34

Hunchback 24 48 46 93

Kruppel — — 10 37

Knirps — — — — 5

The sequence logos (30) are generated from the sites predicted by EMC-
MODULE (EMCM). Expt. lists the numbers of experimentally derived sites (al-
though exact locations of these sites on the sequences are not available to us).
For BIOPROSPECTOR (BP) and MEME, we specified the stopping criterion as to
output the five best motifs. CISMODULE and Gibbs Module Sampler failed to
locate any motifs that match the consensus of the known motifs.
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motif sets respectively contained 2 and 3 matching the true motifs,
whereas ALIGNACE found none. The best scoring module config-
uration from EMCMODULE contained three of the known five
motifs, MYF, MEF2, and SP1 (Table 2) and two uncharacterized
motifs with consensus ACACACACAC and GCNARGGAGA.
The number of potential TEF sites matching the reported consen-
sus in these sequences appears to be small. Table 3 gives the relative
error rates for each of the studied data sets compared for each
algorithm used, showing that EMCMODULE significantly cuts down
the percentage of false positives in the output compared with the
methods that do not adjust for positional clustering of motifs.
Using TF databases for CRM predictions. With the vast existing and
rapidly expanding literature on experimentally determined TF-
BSs, it is desirable to incorporate this prior knowledge into our
methodology to make more informed predictions. We demon-
strate here that EMCMODULE can make effective use of existing
knowledge in predicting novel sites. By using the same human�
mouse skeletal muscle regulatory sequence data and a starting
collection of PSWMs derived from the eukaryotic TF database
JASPAR (http:��jaspar.cgb.ki.se), we predict the TFBMs and
their sites in this data set.

The initial 111 motif count matrices from JASPAR were
filtered according to the following two criteria: (i) length of at
least 10 bp (all known muscle TFBMs are 10–12 bp), and (ii)
number of experimentally verified sites used to construct the
matrix of at least six (for reliability). If the motif was 
10 bp, we

truncated it to the best conserved part of 10 bp. This process led
to a total of 65 PSWMs. To get the initial set of motif sites for
EMCMODULE, we scanned the sequence data set with all of the
65 matrices and retained all sites with a positive posterior
log–odds ratio, i.e., with

log� � �
P�sequence generated by the PSWM�

P�sequence generated by the
background model)

� � 0,

where the prior odds ratio � is taken as 1 per 1,000 bp. This cutoff
criterion is arbitrary. Slightly higher and lower values did not lead
to any significant change in the result.

We ran EMCMODULE under a number of prior specifications and
conducted multiple runs with different random starts. Similar
results were obtained consistently (documented in Supporting Text).
For prior specifications that favored very sparse motif occurrences,
a different set was obtained but with very few sites in each category.
The sequence logos (30) for the motifs comprising the module and
the corresponding site locations are shown in Fig. 5, which is
published as supporting information on the PNAS web site. We also
obtained the detailed locations of a number of experimentally
verified sites (23), which helped us determine a potential number
of false negatives (although it is difficult to determine for certain the
false positives because the functionality of some sites may have not
been discovered).

Table 2. Number of experimentally derived sites predicted by each computational method

Method MEF MYF SP1 SRF Total SENS SPEC MotifSpec Time

MEME 0 1 21 0 161 0.14 0.14 0.20 3,927.6
BIOPROSPECTOR 6 1 8 1 155 0.10 0.10 0.36 481.0
CISMODULE 17 0 8 0 257 0.16 0.10 0.40 6,450.6
GMS 6 6 2 1 84 0.10 0.25 0.44 68,258.75
GMSp* 14 14 4 6 162 0.25 0.23 0.60 131,112.9
EMCMODULE 12 12 5 7 180 0.23 0.20 0.67 21,943.0
EMCMODULE � JASPAR 17 13 8 10 108 0.31 0.44 0.80 8,536.2
True 32 50 44 28 154 — — — —

Total, the total number of sites predicted; SENS, sensitivity of the method defined as (#predicted true
positives)�(#true positives); SPEC, defined as (#predicted true positives)�(#predicted sites). In this example, the
number of ‘‘true positives’’ � 154. MotifSpec, motif specificity, defined as the fraction of the predicted motif types
that ‘‘correspond’’ to known motif types. The criterion for correspondence is to match at least 80% of the positions
in the consensus motif. Time, the CPU time used in seconds on a Xeon 3.06-GHz processor running Redhat
Enterprise Linux WS (Release 3). GMS and CM require the total number of motif types to be specified, which was
set to be five, the ‘‘true’’ number motif types. Each algorithm was run five times, and the table reports rounded
average numbers. GMSp* denotes the output from using a strong informative prior specifying the number of sites
per motif and motif abundance per sequence.

Table 3. False negative and false positive rates in comparison with experimentally validated
results: proportion of motifs as part of the final selected set (module) for different data sets

Data set

False negative rates False positive rates

BP MEME CM GMS EMCM BP MEME CM GMS EMCM

B. subtilis 0 0 1 1 0 0.81 0.9 — — 0.33
Drosophila 0.4 0.2 1 1 0.2 0.92 0.88 1 — 0.44
Human/mouse 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.4† 0.2 0.83 0.92 0.6 0.4 0.2

For BIOPROSPECTOR (BP) and MEME, the first 50 nonredundant motifs found are considered in an attempt to
control false negative rates. An overlap with the experimentally verified motif for at least 80% of motif positions
is considered a correct prediction. For CISMODULE (CM) and Gibbs Module Sampler (GMS), the total number of
motifs in the module needs to be specified, and this value is given as the true known number of motifs in each
case (two, five, and five, respectively for the three data sets). In all cases EMCMODULE (EMCM) was initiated with a
starting set of 50 motifs from five runs of BP, and excluding redundant motifs. The false positive/false negative
rates are based on the motifs having the highest posterior probability of being part of a module. We acknowledge
that we cannot be sure of the exact false positive rates because there may be unvalidated true binding sites
present. — denotes CM and GMS did not turn up motifs corresponding to any of the known ones.
†The GMS result for the human data is based on a strong informative prior (details in text).
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EMCMODULE selected four of five expected motifs (MEF2, MYF,
SP1, and SRF) to compose the module. The TEF motif, which is
present in the initial set from JASPAR, was not chosen for the
‘‘best’’ module configuration. This result is not very surprising,
because even on scanning the sequences with the experimentally
derived matrix (from JASPAR) at extremely liberal cutoffs, we
failed to find more than a couple of sites. The other two motifs that
turned up are annotated in JASPAR as AGL-3 and TBP (TATA
box). Structurally, the AGL-3-like sites are very close to the SRF
and the TBP are very close to MEF2 (reverse complement), so
potentially some SRF (or MEF) sites that differ slightly from the
respective consensus motifs are being mistaken for AGL-3 (or TBP)
(see Supporting Text for details). On comparing with the ‘‘real’’ sites,
this hypothesis indeed turns out to be the case.
Overall comparison. Table 2 summarizes the comparison between the
predicted sites by using different methods with the ‘‘true’’ sites. The
Gibbs module sampler (23) was run with the true motif widths given
and by using two prior settings: the default setting and the prior file
used in ref. 23, which was specially trained for this data set. The
module sampler performed markedly better under the second
setting (the row for GMSp* in Table 2), but such a detailed prior
knowledge (such as the site abundance for each motif) is usually
unavailable. CISMODULE (27), MEME, and BIOPROSPECTOR all were
run under their default settings. Table 2 indicates that EMCMODULE
performed well with regard to both sensitivity and specificity
besides being time-efficient. We also saw that EMCMODULE per-
formed more robustly than other methods in the absence of
sufficient prior knowledge, which is particularly important when
analyzing unfamiliar data.

Fig. 3 and Table 4 show the superimposition of the matches to the
experimental sites along with the unmatched predicted sites. A
number of sites that have not been experimentally validated are
possibly true binding sites because (i) they occur in identical
positions in both species and (ii) they are in close proximity to a
experimentally validated site. However, further analysis is needed
before one can draw a conclusion about the validity of these
predicted sites. The sequence logos for the four motifs of interest
can be compared with those derived from the experimental sites.

Discussion
We illustrate here both a statistical framework and a computational
strategy for discovering enriched and clustered motif patterns in
genomic sequences when individual ones are too weak to provide

a distinguishable signal. Our algorithm EMCMODULE attempts to
overcome some of the limitations of previous approaches. Unlike
the Gibbs module sampler (23), EMCMODULE does not limit the
length of a module a priori and requires no input of the total number
of motifs or motif widths. The model selection procedure in
EMCMODULE makes the prediction results more robust to prior
specifications. Unlike CISMODULE (27), EMCMODULE does not
require the total number of motifs to be known and has no
restriction on the module sequence length, which is particularly
advantageous when dealing with mammalian genomes. EMCMOD-
ULE also can incorporate relative positional preferences of motif
sites within a module and has the option of using available infor-
mation from TFBS databases, which may greatly improve the
prediction specificity and sensitivity when such information is from
a reliable source.

However, there are still a number of conceptual as well as
practical improvements that may make the methodology more
powerful in a wide variety of situations. For example, data on
locations of known binding sites in Drosophila developmental genes
and some other well-studied regulatory modules suggest that the
distance between adjacent motif sites in a CRM can be modeled by
a truncated geometric distribution of the form (1 � �)x�1�.
However, the inference is sensitive to the choice of �, which can be
an issue in cases in which we do not have much prior knowledge.
In such a case, we recommend one of two options: (i) initiating with
a very small � (e.g., 0.001) and then updating � iteratively as the
algorithm progresses or (ii) integrating out � from the model
likelihood. Option (ii) appeared more robust in applications with
longer sequence lengths (e.g., the skeletal muscle data). Other
possible options that we considered were (iii) taking a mixture of
geometric distributions with different � or (iv) taking a mixture of
a geometric and uniform distribution. Neither option (iii) nor (iv)
resulted in better performances for the examples but might be
useful in other applications. With more empirical information, this
aspect of the module model can be improved further. We also
studied how the rate of convergence of EMCMODULE was affected
by the population size used in the EMC algorithm. Our results
(data not shown) indicate that the gain is not significant after a
point, say, 20.

In the examples, the starting set of motifs were obtained from
existing motif-finding algorithms and, in some cases, databases of
experimentally determined binding sites. The general rationale
here is to use as many and as diverse sources of information as

Fig. 3. EMCMODULE analysis of the human–mouse
muscle-specific genes using motif matrices in JAS-
PAR. Sites predicted by EMCMODULE are superimposed
to ‘‘real’’ ones. Red indicates being experimentally
validated, and blue indicates not being experimen-
tally validated.
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possible to get a good motif set starting from which EMCMODULE
can infer the CRM. However, having too large a starting set (say,

100 motifs) has a detrimental effect on both the convergence and
the specificity of the algorithm. Therefore, there is a need to be
reasonably cautious when choosing candidate motifs. A general
guideline is to have an ab initio set of 20–50 motifs resulting from
motif-finding algorithms such as BIOPROSPECTOR or MEME supple-
mented, if available, by a set of experimentally derived PSWMs
from reliable biological sources (such as JASPAR). Some pre-
screening strategies might be used when considering motifs from a

TFBS database. Because of the stochastic nature of many de novo
motif prediction algorithms, it is advisable to use multiple runs (say,
5–10) of each, taking the top 10 candidates from each run and
removing redundant ones.

For multiple runs of EMCMODULE with different starting seeds,
there was no noticeable difference in the results over a wide range
of prior settings (see Table 5, which is published as supporting
information on the PNAS web site). We also did not observe any
noticeable influence on the final CRM prediction by EMCMODULE
when using starting motif sets of different sizes ranging from 25 to
65 (see Table 6, which is published as supporting information on the
PNAS web site), indicating that the algorithm is quite robust to prior
specifications. We also noticed that the maximal score (posterior
marginal likelihood) obtained was exactly the same (and corre-
sponded to the same selection of sites) in almost 75% of the runs
with different random seeds for each data set. This result suggests
that if EMCMODULE is run for a few times with random seeds and
the maximal score noted in each case, getting the same (or similar)
maximal score more than once is a good indicator that the algorithm
has found the optimal solution. A similar stopping criterion was
used in ref. 4 in which the Gibbs sampler was first introduced for
motif discovery.

In the examples where the true answers are known, it is often
seen that for many experimentally derived PSWMs the information
content is very low in most positions; however, when the compu-
tational method finds the true motif, the information content for
the motif is much higher. This occurrence may be caused by some
artifacts during the experimental discovery of the TFBSs (e.g.,
maybe a mixture of two types of sites corresponding to different
environmental cues). It also may be that the information content
measure (or a similar statistically based score) is not necessarily the
best surrogate for the binding affinity, and the multinomial model,
which favors strongly conserved motifs with respect to information
content, may not be the ideal model to use. Alternative modeling
techniques may need to be explored.
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